THE PIT
ORGANIZETHIS

➼ WHAT DO WINTER CLOTHES, workout equipment,
holiday décor, sports memorabilia, and an occasional motor
vehicle have in common? It’s likely they may all be living in
your garage. So how do you make sense of the mess? Here
are some tips for those folks hoping to conquer the garage
this summer.

FAIL TO PLAN, PLAN TO FAIL.

DIG IN Start sorting the items

Ask yourself:

into categories such as car supplies, tools, garden, or sports
equipment. While sorting items,
make one of four decisions:
donate, organize, trash, sell.

»» Who will be able to help
you with this project?
»» What tasks will you need
to outsource? Heavy lifting,
a junk removal service,
a contractor? Anticipate
these unique situations.

CREATE ZONES for all items
and think prime real estate.
Location, location, location.

»» Where will you take the
unwanted items? Think
locally.

GET ’EM UP. Look high, low,

»» Estimate how much time
you think you will need
(and then add another
two hours just to be on
the safe side).

ADJUSTABLE SHELVING on

SAFETY FIRST! Proactively
seek out hazardous items
that may be buried or perched
precariously on top of other
items. Call your local solid
waste authority for proper
disposal protocol. Store the
items in a safe, out-of-reach
area that is locked.

DIVIDE AND CONQUER Dividing
the garage into four sections
allows you to create miniprojects so the work is not
so overwhelming.

and in between. Identify
underutilized areas and
think creatively.

wheels maximizes vertical
space and creates mobile
solutions, too.

INVEST IN STURDY OPAQUE
CONTAINERS for heavy items
while lighter items are best
served in clear storage
containers.

STOP GUESSING Label your
items.
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